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Dear Mile High Polymer Clay Guild Members,

Thank you so very much for electing me your president. I will work to make this a memorable year.

The Spring Retreat was a great success! Big thanks to Gerrie, Karen, Jan, Sue, Maggie and Tina H. for
all the hard work. The facilities were fabulous, the hotel staff most hospitable, and the participants had
plenty of work space. Demos by Donna Kato, Eileen Loring, Bob Wiley, Gerrie Wolf, Maj-Britt Cawthon.
Peggy Houchin, Tina Guegler, Debbra Wozniak, Karen Sexton and Sue Mueller increased our clay
knowledge base and challenged us to work. The dinner reception on Friday night provided an opportunity
to meet new people and have fun with old acquaintances. Karen Sexton graciously made a pin for each of
us using her fabulous Skinner Blend technique. Sunday afternoon and the time to go home arrived much
too soon! I have sent a questionnaire to this year's retreat participants to solicit opinions and
suggestions for next year's retreat. YES, there will be another one! It will be the first item for MW
business! ~

Plans for this year:
1 _ We currently have a 2-day workshop with Kathleen Dustin scheduled for

March 3-4, 2006.
2. We're also planning a one day workshop with Donna Kato this fall.
3. There's a tentative plan to schedule a workshop (possibly with Dayle Doroshow)

on the Thursday preceding the next retreat.
4. I hope to have at least one demo every clay day. Debbie Woznick will help with

this. If you would like to demo, please let Debbie know what and when. Thanks!
5. Our holiday party will be in January - always a good time! Details will be

publicized later this year.
6. Barb Harper has done a marvelous job coordinating the swaps this past year. She has agreed

to continue in this capacity. Hopefully, we'll have two this year.

Our membership year began June lst. Please send your renewal to Sue Mueller. Only members in good
standing will be eligible to participate in workshops. Additionally, membership is required to borrow from
our great library. The policy is printed in the membership directory and on the website along with a list
of materials available.  
Ifm looking forward to seeing each of You at our Clay Days! _V  g
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'  EXPLOSZIN6 THE RAINBOW
6-1' TNA i-ioi.1>/v\Ar~i

The hoT summer winds are blowing, bringing wild evening ThundersTorms. Keeping This in

l mind, I ThoughT iT would be a good Time To explore The meTallic colors To broaden everyone's
paleTTe. Now There are a good many recipes on line using meTallic colors, buT I wanTed To

explore compleTely new colors and my own concocTions are given below.

For Those of you who use Sculpey or Fimo, you have more meTallics To choose from. Sculpey has pearls in red,
blue, lilac, |ighT blue, lighT pink and red golden. Fimo also has addiTional colors ThaT are well worTh exploring. I
encourage you To play and discover a few of your own unique meTallic recipes.
Meanwhile, pull ouT Those meTallics ThaT you have shoved To The back of your clay sTash and sTarT rolling! You

mighT wanT To seT up a Table ouTside. I someTimes work on a picnic Table under a big apple Tree so I can enjoy
The weaTher and escape from The housework. OTher Than slaThering on The sunscreen and picking ouT an

occasional leaf, iT's a sooThing experience.

,f

 C i  ce  
T,-ue Comer MeTallic Tumuoise

(This is acTually The color I Think of as copper. The (This is 0 5°f'lf 9'“@@"l5l" T'-"`¢lU°l5€)
copper righT from The package is acTually reddish.

This, I Think, is a Truer, more pleasing copper color.) 2 P°f‘T5 Pf`@m° TU"“5lU°l5€
2 parTs Premo Silver

2 parTs Premo Copper 2 PCWT5 P"@m° Pearl
2 pap-rs pr-emo @0|d 1 parT Premo Seafoam éreen

Medium Blue MeTallic E9 9_
(A ggfj-I mefG||i¢ mid-,-Gnge b|u¢) (This is a dark, rich silver color. IT is effective

used wiTh The silver sTraighT ouT of The package.)
2 parTs Premo Silver

1 pgpf Prem() Pgqrl 5 parTs Pl"€fl’l0SllV€l"

1 parT Premo CobalT Blue 1 PG" P"@m° Bl°Cl<

Deep MeTallig Rose Dagk Spgrkle Gold
(TNS Was °"e °f The °dde5T °°"‘b'"°`l'°"5 I mme “P (This is one of my favoriTes in This collecTion. For

wiTh. This shade is acTually a deep, pleasing meTallic.) Those fammcr. Wim peG,.|_EX powders, This com,

closely maTches "Sparkle Gold". This is a lighTer
2 parTs Premo Copper
2 parTs Premo Silver
2 parTs Premo Ecru 1 pa" Premo Gow

2 parTs Premo Turquoise
1 parT Premo Fuschia

gold ThaT is a good meTallic neuTral.

1 parT Premo Pearl
1 parT Premo Cadmium Yellow

ZOO5' LITTLETOIJ ART WALK SERIES

This is a non-compeTeTive juried show To insure quality work by exhibiTors. The daTes are July 9, Augusf 13, and SepTember 10Th. The
hours are 10 a.m. To 8 p.m. Anyone may apply by conTacTing Helen Rice aT 303-730-8521. Fees per daTe are $15 for a Table and $35 for a
booTh/TenT. You supply your own equipment MHPCG members PaTTi Davis and Diane LufTig are parTicipaTing. \/ou`re in\£iTed :Si

encouraged To stroll The sTreeTs of_hisToric downTown l.iTTleTon & say 'hi' To our members during This evenT.
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WHEQE DID SHE GET THEM j NEW googg.
__\

Tina Gugeler's newest unmounted rubber stamp P°|m'¢|- Clqx f°p Bgginngg
acquisitions were much admired at the Retreat. by gm-bam M¢5uif-¢ 4 Liga Pavelka

Seeing our enthusiastic need to get some for
0UI”S€l\/25,She 9€Y\€P0USlYshared h€f‘5°Uf‘C€S¢ Seasoned crafters Barbara McGuire <& Lisa Pavelka

offer detailed, step-by-step instructions for buying

Ma Vin¢i'5 Rgliguqgy material and working with tools as well as professional
hrrp://¢mff5_dm_ne1/mall/rejgquary instruction on caning, stamping, painting and baking

polymer clay to create attractive projects.
sfqmpgmi-ph Instructional pages are in black/white; gallery is in

stampsmitnnet color.

Ze1~ri°|9g¥ Handcrafted: 50 of our Favorite Crafting Projects
www.`l`eeshamoore.Com 5iGmPlY\9T0H <31 Company

Artchix This beautiful paperback book is a collection of some
www_m.TchiX5TudiO_C0m of the best projects from Somerset Studio, Art Doll

Quarterly, Belle Armoire & Stampington Inspirations.
Of particular interest to polymer clay enthusiasts will/\ wgasrrgs WORTH Vl5‘Tl"l6 be the indepth instructional articles by Luann Udel
("Faux Bones"), Donna Pedini ("Nature in Terra

WWW-K°f'e"H°"dYd¢5i9“5~°°m Cotta"), Carolyn Waitt ("Artistic Amulets") and Dayle
Polymer Clay work by a talented California artist. Doruoshow (-~RGH|e Do"--)_

Wire, bracelets, etc.
Imagine Your World in Clay

WWW-"l"°f'P°P1'd¢$l9!-¢°'“ by Maureen Carlson
Unusual and inspiring polymer clay work.

Popular polymer clay artist Maureen Carlson brings@ more ideas to the children's audience, introducing new
5°Phl5`ll°°J'ed/ b¢°UTlfUllY de5l9"ed P°lY"‘e" Cl°Y and creative projects. Children 6-12 will discover

.l@W@l"Y “ld bmded b"°°@l@`l5- step by step projects including puppets and ideas and
inspiration for making figures that look like friendsQ- and family, including pets!

Unusual fruit vessels- pears, apples, peppers.

MHPCG BOARD /V\E/V\5E¥2S

President: Diane Luftig Librarian: Tina Gugeler/\ Vice President: Susan Mueller Webmaster: Karen Goulet
Secretary! Maggie Giza Newsletter Editor! Karen Sexton
Treasurer! Gerrie Wolf Program Chair! Debbie Woznick
Past President: Tina l-loldman (303~232-0686)
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MULTI MEDIA MADNESS

.vf -`~\ Besides welcoming a/ \
,’ fi variety of unique

Q;  1 inclusions, polymer
_f " “Ns clay also lends its surface to a number

l‘lllEC‘f@iE  s 0
of unique additions

._ such as paper, metal,
In her video "Multi

Media Techniques", Tory Hughes creates projects which
beautifully incorporate wood, feather, and transfers.
(Yes, it's in our guild library.) The list of possibilities

wire, beads and even mica flakes.

for surface items is long and the results can be an
intriguing collaboration of found objects.

Just a few years ago, the first consideration when
designing a mixed media project was whether to add
non-porous items before or after baking. The glues
then available were degraded by heat, which made it
necessary to pop the added items off & glue then after
baking. New improved glues such as PolyBonder and The
Ultimate, negate this consideration. The primary
decision now is whether or not the added materials can
withstand a 275 degree oven temperature. Non-porous
items such as small beads, charms, wire or metal strips
can added to the raw clay as the piece is constructed.
Dab the underside with either PolyBonder or The
Ultimate dl push each item firmly into the raw clay. If
the item is porous and able to withstand the oven
temperature, it too can be added & glued prior to
baking. Pieces of wood, paper or even feathers fall into
this category.

Copper, brass or sterling wire can be used as effecive
accents, embellishments, and trims for pins, pendants,
boxes, etc. Celie Fago uses wire very effectively in her
beautiful jewelry. At her Fort Collins class several years
ago, she introduced us to using 20 gauge brass wire,
annealing it on a" hot plate or electric stove element,
cutting and shaping it into embellishments & then
flattening them using a hammer and bench block. She
also used a hand drill to twist two or more strands of

annealed wire together. This is an easy process if a
cup hook is inserted in place of the drill bit to hold
one end of the wire and the other end is attached to
a stable device such asa bench vice. Cranking the
drill handle twists the wire, which can then be cut to
desired lengths and shaped for use as trims around
photo transfer pictures or pin, box or pendant
edges.

"Fun Wire", a hobby material coated with a plastic
finish, attaches itself to unbaked clay without glue.
It comes in several colors as well as different
gauges. It is easy to form into shapes or twist using
a hand drill. No annealing is necessary. However, it
can't be hammered flat because of the plastic
coating.

The copper foil sold in rolls at craft stores is

another interesting material to use with clay. It can
be stamped using permanent ink and the design
embossed with a stylus. It can be cut into strips
with regular or decorative scissors, corrigated with
a paper crimper, or rolled into beads. Its color can
be enhanced by exposing it to a heat gun or candle
flame. The resulting pinks, blues & greens can be
used to accent the overall design. Antiquing the
copper with verdigris paint will produce an entirely
different accent. Using an oven-proof glue or
re-gluing after baking is essential.

In our enthusiasm for photo transfers such as
Lazertran and ink jet photo paper, we sometimes
overlook the option of using paper directly on clay.
There are several ways to do this. Some artists
coat both sides of the paper with Sobo glue, let it
dry, and then add it to the raw clay. A top coating
of liquid clay (TLS) is sometimes added. Other
artists recommend using TLS to adhere the paper to
the clay and then adding a top coat as protection.

/_\
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Matte water-based varnish can also be used after ”\
baking..

A third option is to brush a thin coat of TLS on a



smooth tile, place the paper face down and brush on a
#TLS top coat. Bake for 20 minutes. When cool, pull

,ff the coated paper di cut in desired shapes. This
works especially well with Washi paper, whose intense
colors, appealing Asian designs and metallic accents
are brightened by the shiny TLS coating. Because the
surface has a plastic, rubbery feel, the paper is best
used as accents or as a focal point surrounded by a

clay frame.

The currently popular collage look featured in

Somerset Studio and art journals can be adapted for
clay designs using ephemera such as ticket stubs,
receipts, old photos, advertisements or postage
stamps. The ephemera collections available on CD can
be sized to fit the clay surface and printed using an
ink jet & good quality coated paper. Depending on

the ink, it may be advisable to spray the printed
surface with a fixative to eliminate possible smearing.
The dull, faded look that typifies this collage style is

y,-.best enhanced by a matte, rather than shiny surface.
aper items can be layered using Sobo glue and the

final surface protected with Golden matte waterbase
varnish.

Mica sheets, skeleton leaves, charms, shells, metal
washers, buttons, old costume jewelry, ribbons, pine
cones, threads, small metal scrapbook frames &

charms, seed beads, dry beans, and even acquarium
gravel are but a few things that can be used to
enhance polymer clay designs. Keep your eyes open
for possibilities -- the sky's the limit! KS

RESOURCES FOR MULTI MEDIA PROJECTS

Tory Hughes' Video: Mixigg Media
www,dayledoroshow,cor|; www,ceIiefagg,com

Dover CD/Books: Fruit Labels, Travel Posters
Lvm,Tuscagrose,com (ephemera)/\ Washi Paper: Lwg ichiyoarhcom

5uiry's or Meininger's
The Ultimate Glue - Michael's

PoIyBonder Glue - www,heartinhandstudio,com
Images on Clay, Bks I & II (Design-Originals)

DO ‘-(OU l<r~lOW #outa ATG 'S?

ATC stands for Artist Trading Card. They are
collectables made from paper, cloth or even clay and
are modeled after sports-themed trading cards. The
one rule that makes them unique derives from their
origins: the dimensions of an ATC must be 2.5" x 3.5".

Two conventions are added to this basic rule. First, an
ATC mustn't be sold, only exchanged, since the essence
of these tiny works of art is about artists meeting and
exchanging their work, each expressing their own
individual styles. The exchange can be by
correspondence or even on-line as well as one to one.
Second, on the back of each ATC the artist
notes all or part of the following information: name,
contact information, title of ATC and number (1/8,
2/8...) if it‘s part of an edition.

By definition, ATCs are made in limited numbers, called
editions. Unique, one-of-a-kind ATCs are called
originals. Sets of ATCs based on a theme with each an
individual design are called series. Don't be intimidated
by the idea of editions or originals. What most
collectors really want are cards that were made with
care.

While many ATC artists use transparent sleeves, it‘s
special to create an original envelope. At
www.ruthannzarof_f_,com/mirkwooddesigns, you can
download a template which allows you to print the
outlines for two envelopes on a sheet of decorated
paper (scrapbook, giftwrap, etc). You also can
digitally decorate your envelopes using clip art before
printing. To do this, simply turn off the top layer.
(The templates were programmed with Photo Shop.)

Creating these cards out of polymer clay offers an
intriguing opportunity to combine inclusions' and mixed
media.

glwvL_grtist-trading-cardsl_gj;[_
www,cedarseed,com/air/atc,html



Donna Kato Workshgp - October 22-23, 2005

We' ll be sending out registration information and details very soon. Donna will be sharing favorite techniques
along with tips and suggestions for creating classy clay projects.
Ves, October 22 is our regular Clay Day. We' ll be re-scheduling that meeting so we don't need to make a choice
between attending the workshop or clay day. Watch for Susan's e-mail meeting reminder for the October Clay
Day date.

Holiday Recovery Party - January 23, 2006

This event is a MHPC6 tradition and you' ll want to be there to enjoy a day of fun and friendship. We'll have the
usual Silent Auction, Mystery Gift Exchange, sumptuous, calorie-free luncheon (not), members’ art display, and
some new surprise activities as well.

Kathleen Dustin Workshop - March 3 & 4th, 2006

Kathleen Dustin is one of the foremost polymer clay artists in the U.S. today. Her work is displayed at
prestigious galleries and juried shows and has been published in quality books andmagazines. Kathleen will
teach "Translucent Techniques & Design Basics." The focus will be on techniques useful in designing individual,
original polymer clay art. Since enrollment is limited to 18, currently paid MHPC6 members will be given priority.
Look for more details in the October newsletter, our website, and a special flyer. ,

M.HB§6,§9r.ms...B@tLeQt..;..Ma;sl;. 20. 21, 2@§ ..lT!°'l1Pfl7°|'\. In&K¢w9Qd.._C°LQL1dQ

Program Chair Debbra Woznick is compiling information from the 2005 Retreat evaluations so that your opinions
and suggestions can be considered as we begin planning. The Spring Retreat will be a co-op affair, with tasks for
each of us. Based on our experience this year we'll be making some space adjustments so that everyone has more
room to work, adding an easy to follow demo schedule, and planning new, improved exploration stations.

Pouf'/v\E¢2 GLA# GLASSES

,a.s2Ag,ai-noe commokiitv cocczss

"Making Arts & Crafts with Polymer Clayf
Six weeks, Tuesday 6-9 p.m. Starts September 20th

"More Arts & Crafts with Polymer Clajd
Six weeks, Tuesdays 6-9, Starts January 10th

Karen Sexton, 303-734-1602 bobwire123C-?msn.com
ACC Community Education: 303-797-5722

.lOANN'S SUPER STORE -GENTENNIAL.

July 14, Sept. 20, Oct. 20th: 6 p.m.
August 4th: 2 p.m.

For details, call Diane Luftig 303 798-9616.

GARAGE SALES

Bring your extra tools, beads or other clay-related
items di trade or sell at Clay Day. You set the price
or negotiate the deal.

SHARING RESOURCE INFORMATION

When you discover a good source for purchasing
clay-related things, please let Diane or Karen know.
We'll list that information in the newsletter &

announce it at Clay Days. This will be helpful to our
new-to-clay crafters who may not yet know where to
get all the 'neat stuff'!
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LETTERS To THE EDITOR
EDITOR'5 NOTE: It's always a niced surprise to
receive contributions from our members. Here are
some comments and a request from one of our newer
members, Tina McDonald.

First, I'd like to thank everyone for their patience
and for sharing their knowledge, tools and clay with
me during the last two guild meetings and the
retreat. This is my second month of learning to work
in this medium and after my initial attempts using
plain old Sculpey and without using an oven
thermometer. I was pretty discouraged. That first
meeting was such a pleasure and so many people were
able to give me very valuable advice. The retreat was

incredible, and I'd like to send a huge thank you to
the board and the demonstrators, especially Donna
Kato and Bob Wiley for being so kind to answer my

zillion questions.

One of my reasons for wanting to work with this
medium is that I'm trying to design medical
identification _jewelry to sell that is both attractive
and affordable and that I and others like me
wouldn't conveniently 'forget' to put on because it
was so ugly.

I spent four months trying to pin down the American
Medical Association for permission to use their
universal emergency medical symbol. After I gave
them the year it was developed & designer's name,
they finally faxed me a letter written by one of the
AMA vice presidents. He indicated he found the
symbol in their archives and that it was in the public
domain, copyright free.

Some of the things I've learned from paramedics is

that most of them check around the neck, wrist,
ankle or shoe. The symbol should be over 1/2 inch in

diameter (the bigger the better) and should be the
focal point of the piece. A simple beaded necklace or
bracelet is OK, but don't get carried away with fancy
beading techniques or lots of charms. The print on
the back should be at least 10 point type and

preferably black on white. The clasps should be simple

& easy to open. Keep in mind if the paramedics can't
figure out the clasp in 30 seconds they will most likely

cut the cord. If beading the bracelet, use lots of crimp
and avoid using a 14l< bracelet chain. The star of life is

most frequently seen in red, blue, black, gold and silver.

I'd love to do a swap for this, having it open ended for
pendant, bracelet blank or shoe tag. Anyone interested?

Thanks again, 'Cana W'\eC@ww»Za£

Star of Life logo
commonly used on

medical alert
identication tags

Designed in 1963
by Liz Wright

NEW PRODUCTS

Polymer Clay Express has introduced a new clay
extruder. Its development has been three years in

the making and it promises incredible assistance for
people who love making CGh€Sbut find the
construction tedious. The extruder is built on a very
powerful mechanism & will extrude up to a pound of
conditioned clay at one timel To see this amazing tool,
visit the PCE website at: www.polymerclayexpress.com

Makins' Clay has developed a new clay gun design with
a screw handle. These will be on the market by

mid-July. Let's hope our local craft stores will have
them without delay!

The JoAnn Super Store in Centennial has added two
Jacquard Exciter Packs to their selection: Pinata inks

and a set of the new Lumiere colors. Using a 40% off
coupon makes these clay-friendly paints an exceptional
bargain.



r~lEW MEMBERS
Ding Davis

1395 Cherry Street Brighton, CO 80601
disews@comcast.net 303-659-9236

Cathie Graeser
238 Dittmer Avenue Pueblo, CO 81004

cathiegraeser@juno.com 719-542-6499
Rose Ang Qight

12341 Riverdale Road Brighton, CO 80602
_jBig_jak50@aol.com 303-252-1759

Janice Howard
431 N. Wahsatch Ave. Colorado Springs, Co 80903

toylady@att.net 719-473-6060
Sajhgyg lguisle

3891 Glenhurst Dr. Colorado Springs, CO 80906
kkuisle@gbronline.com 719-527-0622

Note: Peggy Tronvig is now Peggy Wagnerf 

Bev Presse!
622 Jackson St. Pueblo, CO 81004
swpress@yahoo.com 719-545-6283

Qagkie Suyamg
15870 E. Kansas Pl Aurora, CO 80017-4014

jsuyama@touchtown.us 720-747-0724
Jessie Vialgndo

10471 W. Marlow Ave. Littleton, CO 80127
vialpando7@aol.com 303-971-0163

Kathy Williams
1620 J ebel Street Aurora, CO 80011

katnwlt@msn.com 303-366-7697
Isabel Salazar

50283 5. Nelson St. Littleton, CO 80127
dancin_izzy@msn.com
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Gwen Gibson's

Cuff 3|»a¢¢|¢-|-5 & Sur-fa¢¢ Techniques silk screens. This texture plate is sturdy and can be

If you struggle with bracelets and are never
quite happy with your results, or if you want more
ideas, don't miss this tape. It is only 4 minutes
long but packed with information. Gwen is a very
precise, meticulous artist who shares many of her
gauges to make construction easy: a cutting gauge,
channel gauge, cutting _jig and verticle cutting
gauge.

The projects on this tape calls for 2 pounds of
black clay and 3 small blocks of brightly colored
clay. Gwen first teaches a basic 3 part layered
bracelet. She then shows variations using round,
oblong and short spacers. Next, she works with silk
screens and texture sheets. There's no end to ideas
using these two mediums! Gwen then demonstrates
how to construct a copper texture plate using the

put through the pasta machine. Gwen teaches how to
make a very interesting bracelet using bead rollers to
form the clay into a nicely domed braclet. This
technique is then varied by placing textured clay along
the length and cutting it only in two places. She also
changes the design by cutting the bracelet in thin
pieces and restringing. She varies it yet again by
cutting it lengthwise to formed a domed triangle.
Texture is added to the domed side and color to one of
the straight sides. The result is very attractive. One
especially striking bracelet has four large tiles with
Lazertran on the face and flashes of red on the sides.
It is strung with small black bead spacers.

Don't miss this tape! Happy Clayingl

.,&e4,&e Oéeea,/f
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SWA? News
,/\

The black & whiTe pins exchanged aT our
J une meeTing were excellenT examples of
The TalenT and originali1y of MHPC6
clayers. The unique designs and
invenTiveness were amazing! Thanks To

Swapmeisfer Barb Harper, The evenT was
well-organized and fun for everyone -
parTicipanTs and envious onlookers alike!

Barb has e-mailed deTails & sign-up
informaTion for The nexT swap, which will be
held aT our Sepfember 24Th Clay Day. The
Theme is: `AnyThing Faux`. ParTicipanTs
may choose any faux Technique and use iT To

creaTe any iTem for exchange. The sky`s
,\The umm

The February Swap Theme will be `Canes`.
ParTicipanTs may make any kind of canes
and use Them To decoraTe iTems of Their
choice. Think of The possibiliTiesl

Because we're sTriving for qualiTy noT

quanTiTy, swaps will be limiTed To fourTeen
parTicipanTs who will make 14 iTems To swap
& an exTra one for The MHPC6 Traveling
e><hibl‘T.

to Q96 nf czeaizlve life, we nwafoi

A Cece one féébb of cmfcrwg."

Q05ego/L @f\»¢§C1fowpe,a4/oe,

mi-was ~rvzAvELi»~i6 €Ai.i.Ex2~¢

One of our MHPC6 goals is To spread The word
abouT Polymer Clay as an enjoyable and versaTile
medium. In The pasT, we've had displays of
members' work aT The Boulder Library,
Arapahoe Library DisTricT`s main faciliTy,
Koelbel Library ,and mosT recenTly aT The

MonumenT Public Library. A second display is

scheduled aT MonumenT This fall.

Barb Harper is building a permananT collecTion
made up of The exTra swap iTems and our hopes
are ThaT This Traveling gallery will be used aT

locaTions ThroughouT The Denver area. If y0U'Cl

like To conTribuTe a piece of your work To This

permanenT collecTion, please bring iT To Clay Day

or conTacT Barb (719-481-4987) for more
deTails. IT would be helpful if you'd puT your
conTribuTion in a baggie along wiTh a card wiTh

your name & conTacT informaTion

LIBFZAFZ'-r’ news

We have Three new DVDs in our
collecTion. AlThough noT  V = \
specifically abouT polymer clay, Q
each offers insighfs info new ink 1. ga ’ 

& maTerials, paper arT designs,  tl /Q,
collage Techniques, and ways To   
fold bags 61 boxes useful for gifT

presenTaTions. These high
quali1y videos feafure awesome

\ " ‘

"" \ *-;’\ ‘y,,
f .

larTisTs & some of The besT
camerawork we've seen.

"Stamp ArT Inspirations" -
Mary Jo McGraw

"An Alfered Journey" - Tim
I-lol‘l‘2

"Fold iT" - Karen Thomas
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%* WPS.. is  
@» »~"'§| Place baked beads an  C|°Y D°Y5  A
" ` / an old sock with small / July 23rd

\ strips of white cotton. Angus-|» 271-h ‘ab Tie the end securely. September, 241,h4 ¢»>- P Throw the bag into e.
"‘ * the regular wash with

_ G had of d°,,hin9_ It Phillips United Methodist Church
doesn‘t matter what  I-C\k¢W00d, Colvrado

setting or Temperature as long as no bleach
is added. Remove the beads at the end of Bring your day projects’ .|.°°|s &

the wash and allow to dry before using. They ‘unch
will have a lovely, smooth finish. °
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